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    y    Risk* Return*, 12 months 

Fund 27.0% -41.1%** 
Benchmark 38.7% -37.8%** 
 
**Comparison is distorted by the difference in last working day of 2014 in Moscow 
and London (GDRs finished year Dec.31st, vs RTS closing on Dec. 30th). 
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Finasta Russia TOP20 subfund

Benchmark

• Near record high discount to emerging 
markets.  

• Russian market was out of investor favor 
for the last three years and then Ukrainian 
conflict triggered even more selling. Even 
if ‘the last shoe’ still has to drop, Russian 
equities are attractively valued for the 
long-term investor that can accept their 
risk level. 

• An attractive dividend yield. The 
depressed Russian stocks offer 4.7% 
average dividend (RTS).  

Why invest now? 

21% 

Fund’s investment strategy 

Finasta Russia TOP20 subfund has a 
concentrated portfolio of 15 - 25 region’s best 
investment ideas (close to minimum allowed by 
UCITs). Every pick comes from a thorough 
fundamental bottom-up analysis. Concentrated 
portfolio means maximum focus on each 
investment idea, high leverage on best picks. 
Higher concentration comes with the risk of 
higher deviation in subfund’s net asset values. 
Recommended term of investment – more 
than 5 years. 
 
Please find more information on the fund 
(prospectus, benchmark, results etc.) on 
www.finasta.com -> Private clients -> Saving 
and Investment -> Investment funds 

* Past performance of fund does not guarantee the future results. Your investment value may rise or fall depending on 
market conditions. You may earn less than you had invested. 

Key facts 

Management Company 
Finasta Asset Management 

Fund inception date 2010-10-29 
 

Morningstar® rating                 

Net asset value, m EUR 1.8 
 

Base currency EUR 

Management fee 1.5% 
 

Applied fees: 
 

TOP5 portfolio holdings 

Position  Weight, % 

NLMK 8.6 
 

Lukoil 8.7 

X5 Retail Group 6.7 
 

Sberbank 7.3 
 

Bank Sankt Petersburg 5.1 
 

21% 

Subscription fee 2% 
 

Fund’s return vs benchmark 

 

Success fee 15% 
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Fund Manager comment 
 
The extreme volatility of Russian stocks continued in December. Tumbling oil was dragging ruble and all Russian assets. The 
panic selling dragged RTS index to lows of below 600 point in the middle of the month and in couple days it bounced to finish 
year at 790 point. Ruble lost 11% versus euro in a month and 36% during one year.  
The Fund was mostly balancing its portfolio by adding the oversold positions from our picks list In December. We expect at 
least partial recovery in Russian market in 2015 and the Fund is positioned to benefit from it. 
 
 

TOP5 investments of the fund 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Finasta highlights 

 
Finasta provides the best customer service in Lithuania: 

� Customer service satisfaction – the highest quality level (97.8%)  
� 98% clients would recommend FINASTA to others 

 
� Best private banking services overall 
� Range of investment products 
� Best equity and fixed income portfolio management in Lithuania 

 
 
 
Finasta Russia TOP20 Fund 

Finasta Emerging Europe Bond Fund 

Finasta Baltic Fund  

Finasta New Europe TOP20 Fund 

The highest 5 Star rating is assigned only to 10 percent of the best performing funds within the same investment strategy 
group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Standard deviation is used to measure risk. Standard deviation is an indicator that measures how strongly fund’s weekly 
return deviates from its mean. The lower the standard deviation the lower is the fund’s risk. 

 

Lukoil oil&gas 

The largest private player in Russia’s oil sector. 
Has 17% market share in Russian oil upstream and 18% - in downstream (oil refining market).  
Relatively cheap (P/E 3.9; EV/EBITDA 2.2) and offers high dividend yield of 7.5%. 

X5 Retail 
Group 

consumer 
staples 

One of the largest food retail groups in Russia is going through number of operating 
improvements that should restore investor confidence. Relatively inexpensive:  EV/EBITDA 4.1; 
P/E 7.4 

Sberbank financials 

The biggest and the most financially stable bank in Russia. Sberbank’s assets make up to 29% 
of total banks’ assets in the country. 
Advantageous market position, high profitability and huge potential in fast growing market. 
Relatively cheap: P/B 0.6; P/E 4; ROE 19%. 

Bank St 
Petersburg 

financials 
Midsize regional bank with good management and significant growth in retail client segment.  
Very cheap: P/B 0.2; PE 2.2 

NLMK materials 
One of the largest steel producers in Russia. The company stands out with its good management 
team, high value added product mix. 
P/E 7.5 ; EV/EBITDA 3.8 


